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Abstract
The World Health Organization estimates that international donors from developed countries
fund nearly 80% of health care equipment in developing countries. Almost 70% of the donated
equipment is not in use because of lack of maintenance or spare parts, or because local personnel
do not know how to use it, representing a tragic waste of potentially valuable resources. This
disconnect arises because equipment from developed countries is designed in a context that is
substantially different than that of developing countries with respect to resources, infrastructure,
social and behavioral norms, and the healthcare environment. Further, even if the target
population for design is the developing country, the typical biomedical engineer in the U.S. is
unlikely to be familiar with the unique challenges of designing devices for such resourceconstrained environments. The web-based design tool described provides a new method to meet
this need for context-driven biomedical device design by using real-world examples centered on
pertinent anthropometric, contextual, social and economic considerations. This tool will aid a
designer in design space exploration and ensure that every decision made in the design process
can be defended by a well-informed rationale. Such a tool should provide a designer in a
developed country the means to incorporate needs of the target user in a developing country from
the concept generation phase through to the manufacturing phase.
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I. Introduction
1.1 The Need for Context-Driven Design
In order to develop the most successful products, a designer must have a thorough understanding
of his or her customers’ true needs (Beyer and Holtzblatt 1997). Intricate details about the
resources, infrastructures, and social and behavioral norms of a community can directly impact a
product’s ability to be accepted and utilized. When working to create products for the developing
world, designers often struggle to grasp what the true requirements of the context entail because
they are used to designing for the culture in which they live, and not one totally foreign to them.
The developing world has a unique set of challenges but by addressing the various constraints
and using them to drive the design process, products are more likely to meet the needs of the
target population and thus be competitive and useful.
While the United States is currently facing several healthcare challenges, the developing world is
facing a severe healthcare crisis. In 2001, it was reported by the World Bank that the United
States spent $4,000 per capita per year on health care expenditures (World Bank 2001). By 2008,
that number had grown to over $7,000 per capita per year (World Health Organization 2011). On
the other end of the spectrum, it was reported in 2001 that in most developing countries, less than
$50 per capita per year was spent on healthcare. Countries located in sub-Saharan Africa
specifically have some of the lowest reported expenditures. Kenya, a country of almost 40
million people, spends only $33 per capita per year (World Health Organization 2011). These
limited resources lead to extremely unbalanced doctor-to-patient ratios, over-crowded hospitals,
long lines at clinics, and limited availability of medicine. A substantial portion of these meager
healthcare budgets is spent on biomedical devices that are not designed for the context. Over
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95% of the devices found in public hospitals in developing countries are imported (Malkin
2007).
Five years after arrival, 96% of donated equipment no longer functions (Pena-Mohr 1987). After
years of assumptions about the causes of device failure, biomedical engineers associated with
Engineering World Health (EWH), surveyed 33 hospitals in 10 developing countries. A database
was created that reported the broken medical technology found in the hospitals, whether it was
fixable, and the cause of the failure. It was found that of the 975 pieces categorized as broken,
644 (66%) could be repaired. The most common reasons for failure were problems with the
power supply of the device, user error, unknown, or lack of spare parts (Malkin 2007). Power
availability is often quite unreliable in the developing world and therefore electricity-dependent
devices are not sustainable options. Even when power is available, it is expensive and the cost of
operating sophisticated machines adds up to often-unaffordable amounts, resulting in idle
equipment sitting in the hospital, powerless. 150 incidents of broken devices were attributed to
user error. However, all 150 of those technologies were “fixed” when proper training was
provided by the EWH staff. Thus, the reason for user errors was not that users could not be
trained, but that when the devices were donated, they were not accompanied by sufficient
instructions on how to operate and maintain them. Malkin and the EWH team also assessed the
impact of lack of spare parts. Many of the parts required for continued operation of the
equipment were in fact available in the developing world, however hospitals determined that
their small amount of resources were better allocated elsewhere. “One interview revealed that a
hospital found it easier to request a new oxygen concentrator from their European sponsor then
to spend the $5 to repair the concentrator they owned” (Malkin 2007).

In essence, the

biomedical devices are not specifically designed for the developing world context likely because
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designers did not take into account the unique physical and social environments, resources,
operator’s education levels, use preferences and the economics of the healthcare system there.
The limited financial resources that developing countries have to spend on healthcare necessarily
leads to donations being the primary source of biomedical devices. Imported medical equipment
is typically not designed for the developing world, and thus a large discrepancy exists between
the healthcare facility’s needs and the devices available in the market. Even when US engineers
design devices for use in the developing world, they struggle with unfamiliarity of the constraints
of the environment and consequently, they are unable to make design decisions that would
address these constraints.
In response to these needs, a web-based tool was created to help student-engineers explore the
requirements of the developing world and guide them as they design and prototype biomedical
devices to be deployed in east Africa. This thesis discusses the rationale and structure of the
design tool and observations from informal testing of the tool in a bioengineering class.
1.2 Academic Context
The Humanitarian Engineering and Social Entrepreneurship (HESE) Program at Penn State
combines teaching, research, and outreach to engage students in sustainable value-creation
ventures for developing communities (HESE Program 2011). Students and faculty across all of
Penn State’s eleven colleges participate in this multi-disciplinary effort. Ongoing ventures
include low-cost agricultural technologies such as a solar dryer and anaerobic digester for
cooking, a cell-phone based social networking platform, and an innovative science education
program, amongst several others.
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In Kenya, students have worked over the past four years to develop a low-cost telemedicine
system called Mashavu: Networked Health Solutions. Mashavu (“chubby-cheeked” in Swahili)
aims to provide pre-primary healthcare to the people of Kenya by connecting individuals living
in rural areas to medical professionals. Currently, there is one doctor for every 8,000 people in
Kenya, compared to one doctor for every 390, as is the case in the US. Mashavu attempts to
solve this healthcare crisis through the use of an inexpensive and portable system. Telemedicine
systems in the US can cost anywhere from $2,000 to $25,000. Mashavu is trying to lower that
cost to $200 by utilizing virtual instrumentation with biomedical devices consisting of a sensor
and the minimal hardware necessary to get an accurate reading while moving the signal
processing to a computer or smart phone.
Several courses spanning HESE, Bioengineering, Business Administration and Technical
Writing participate in the Mashavu venture (Mehta et al. 2010). Students enrolled in
Bioengineering 401: Introduction to Bioengineering Research and Design develop the low-cost
biomedical devices (Butler 2009). The prior design experience of these students is quite limited,
having only taken one design course in their first or second semester of college. The
prerequisites for this course include a course in cell and molecular bioengineering, biocontinuum mechanics, and concurrently they are enrolled in an electrical engineering-based
biomedical instrumentation course. For the past 4 years, BioE 401 has been centered on
employing virtual instrumentation and designing low-cost biomedical devices (Figure 1) for
Mashavu. Each year, students enrolled in the class produce a new iteration of devices that
include: thermometer, blood pressure cuff, adult weighing scale, baby weighing scale,
spirometer, sphygmomanometer, pulse oximeter, and an electrocardiogram (ECG).
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$9 Stethoscope

$15 Dermascope

$ 1 Thermometer

$15 Blood Pressure Device

Figure 1: Low-cost biomedical devices designed by students for the Mashavu
telemedicine system
After understanding the constraints and exploring many design options, students create
prototypes, test them extensively within the class, and gain IRB-approval for further study. At
the end of the semester in May, they travel to central Kenya, to test their designs in conjunction
with the entire Mashavu system. During the trip, the functionality of the devices is evaluated and
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lessons and recommendations are brought back for subsequent teams. For the bioengineering
students, Mashavu serves as a learning tool and a platform on which designs are built.
Eventually, the goal of the venture is to have a biomedical company to take the student designs
and mass-produce improved versions of them for application across east Africa.
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II. Example-Centric Design Tool
Incorporating features of similar designs or drawing inspiration from prior knowledge and
experiences is an essential step in the process of making decisions and moving towards a final
product (Bonnardel 1999). Examples provide a starting point for design exploration and help
designers to connect theory and practice, and further develop various aspects of the actual
functioning of the device in a specific context. In addition, by knowing how others have solved
similar issues, engineers become more adept at designing within their own constraints (Herring
et al. 2009). One limitation of employing examples is that engineers quite often become fixated
on a previously used solution and struggle to move beyond it (Perttula and Sipila 2007). This is
particularly true for students who have fewer experiences on which to base their ideas compared
to those who have worked in the field extensively (Bonnardel 1999). The design tool is a website
that incorporates a large database of examples about biomedical device design and related fields
to provide students with ample material to convey design ideas, help make valid assumptions and
trigger their imagination. The goal is that this diversity of approaches and examples will preempt idea-fixation.
Radical opportunities for innovation are often hidden in contextual details with which the
student-engineers are not familiar. Alternatively, an engineer’s assumptions about what is
important may hinder their openness to inspirational insight (Delcore, Mehta and Speer 2009).
This example-centric tool uses customer-validated insights to open up the engineer's mind to the
new and unexpected design solutions and to explore more completely, the “unknown
unknowns”. The objectives of the tool are: (i) to make students aware of the customer needs and
larger context of the target users, (ii) to encourage students to provide a well-informed rationale
backing every decision made during the design process (iii) to aggregate examples on what
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factors designers consider while making products for resource-constrained environments, and
(iv) to document concrete design changes that will ensure that biomedical devices will perform
as expected in the target developing communities.
The design tool (the homepage is shown in Figure 2) contains systematic series of questions and
real-world examples that incorporate an expansive list of concerns ranging from social and
cultural to structural and electrical criteria. For each question asked, resources are provided to aid
in design exploration, and guide an engineer to make effective trade-offs and reach an
equilibrium between various factors. (For example, reaching a balance between price point,
materials used, and sustainability concerns for the specific users and their context). Resources
include case-study examples, journal articles, links to other websites, online videos, and
photographs of other context-driven designs. Additionally, the resources serve to demonstrate
how a specific choice can have implications for other aspects of a design. From a design
standpoint, it is invaluable to be able to see the interconnections between components of a
design, and to see the connections between a biomedical device and the larger context (social,
cultural, economic) in which it will be deployed.
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Figure 2: Homepage of the Design Tool. From this page students can access any of the design factor pages and also websites
completed by previous design teams.
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III. Design Tool Development and Testing
This web-based tool consists of 18 sets of design factors (Figure 3) clustered in six categories.
These categories were chosen based on the collective ideas of those Penn State faculty and
students who have experience working in developing communities. Within each category,
several examples are provided which delve deeper into the overarching category. Additionally,
one sample web page from each category will be shown to help clearly define how the tool is
structured. Screen shots of all of the Design Factor pages are available in Appendix D.
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Figure 3: Categories and design factors explored in the web-based design tool
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The next section discusses each of these six categories and a total of 18 sets of design factors
with specific examples drawn from the design tool.
3.1 System Integration
System Integration revolves around ensuring that the overall product design meets all necessary
functional and non-functional requirements, functions well with the Mashavu system and is
affordable and appropriate for users in the specific context. System integration encompasses the
technical interface, price-point management and physiological factors.
3.1.1 Price Point
Affordability is a key factor in determining whether or not a device will be sustainable in the
developing world. The cost of the product is influenced by sensor choice, materials, number of
wires required and necessary signal processing. However, a balance must ultimately be struck
between how inexpensive a device can be and usability or quality of measurements. The Price
Point page is shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 4: Price Point contains 11 examples and discuses sensor choice, cost analysis, material selection,
and manufacturing location.
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Example: If a design incorporates a strain gage sensor, then a Wheatstone bridge, op-amp and
external power supply are also necessary. The cost of the entire sensing process must be
considered in cost analysis. An alternate approach might be to use a different sensor like a load
cell or a data acquisition device with higher precision that can measure smaller signals and
eliminate the need for the amplification circuitry.
Example: Commercial blood pressure cuffs are wrapped around an individual's arm and secured
with Velcro. A tight closure is essential to obtaining an accurate measurement. In the cost
analysis for the device however, the cost of replacement parts must be considered. Velcro has a
definitive lifespan, and its ability to tightly close will be additionally compromised by the dusty
environment that characterizes east Africa. After how many uses would the Velcro need to be
replaced? What is the cost of Velcro? Instead of using Velcro to secure the cuff, a rubber band or
metal fastener could also be used.
3.1.2 Tech Interface
The tech interface defines how the hardware and software are connected and will work together.
A general schematic of an analog-digital data acquisition system is shown in Figure 5. Poor or
non-existent grounding is a key interface issue, and is one of the most common problems leading
to device malfunction. Other areas discussed in this category include amount of power drawn,
sampling rate requirements and the selection of data acquisition devices.
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Figure 5: Block diagram of the data acquisition system for virtual
instrumentation-based devices.
Example: Filtering is used to remove unwanted noise from a signal. Power line hum is caused by
magnetic induction, ground loops or poor impedance matching, among other reasons, and can
compromise the accuracy of biomedical signals. In the US, a 60 Hz power supply is utilized,
while Africa and Asia use a 50 Hz frequency power supply. Thus, a low pass filter with a cutoff
frequency below 50Hz could be employed to remove noise from the signal. Depending on the
severity of noise and the sensitivity of the measurement, the filtering can be performed through
either hardware or software. The hardware solution is likely to be better but more expensive.
Example: Data Acquisition (DAQ) devices can be used to convert analog signals to digital
signals. However, the cost of the device varies with resolution and resolution determines how
many different voltage changes can be measured (Figure 6). A larger resolution equals a more
precise representation of a signal measurement. Designers need to determine the lowest
resolution necessary for their system to output an accurate measurement.
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Figure 6: Comparison of a sine wave passed though DAQ devices with different
resolutions
3.1.3 Physiology and Clinical Indications
Physiology dictates the type and range of measurement a device needs to perform. Sometimes,
there are several ways to obtain the biomedical measurement. The engineer might access
different body parts, or different physiological processes to get to the same vital sign and have
their device take a reading accurately.
Example: If an individual were to take their oral, rectal, and axillary (under-arm) temperatures
they would receive three different measurements, as different parts of the body have different
average temperatures. Axillary measurements are often lower than the body’s true temperature
(Cork 1983). If a thermometer were to be implemented in an area with higher likelihood of
communicable diseases, it may be better to design the device to accurately measure axillary
temperatures in order to lower the risk of disease spread. A conversion factor would have to be
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utilized to adjust the resulting temperature to true body temperature in order to properly assess a
person’s health status.
Example: Cancerous tissue is most often diagnosed by performing a biopsy to determine if the
mass of cells is malignant. Researchers at Harvard Medical School and Massachusetts General
Hospital have utilized a different screening technique, NMR, while simultaneously lowering the
cost.
Biopsies have several risks considering they are invasive and often inconclusive procedures.
Additionally, it can take several days to receive the results of the biopsy. By changing the means
of measurement and using microfluidic NMR system instead, only a small sample (4,000 cells)
of the tissue in question is required and the results can be read on a smart phone in an hour.
The cost of the device is primarily for the microNMR chip and the housing. Moving the display
to a smart phone is advantageous because the technology is already available and also having a
handheld device allows the patient to see the results of the their tests on a platform with which
they are accustomed (Huan 2011).
3.2 Context
Contextual requirements focus on the device’s ability to operate and sustain in specific
environments. There is an emphasis on resource-constrained environments in developing
countries, and several examples are drawn from Asia and sub-Saharan Africa.
3.2.1 Socio-cultural Factors
Socio-cultural factors are influences derived from the customs, traditions, perceptions and beliefs
of an individual’s culture and can be a key determinant in whether or not a person even agrees to
seek care and use the devices. To increase the usability of a design, a device should fit
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seamlessly into societal norms by not resembling anything with a negative social connotation,
not disrupting gender roles and not causing privacy issues. The Socio-Culture page is shown in
Figure 7.
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Figure 7: The Socio-cultural discusses gender issues, privacy, and cultural norms in 13 examples.
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Example: ECG readings are typically taken by directly placing electrodes at several points on the
chest and measuring the voltage drop across the area. However, the electrodes need to be placed
directly onto the skin. This would not be appropriate for a woman if the clinic did not have
privacy, as is often the case in public clinics in resource-constrained environments. A single-lead
design could be implemented, and electrodes placed on the ankles and wrist. If a chest ECG is
still desired however, an alternative concept-of-operations for the patient’s user experience could
be designed to ensure the patient was afforded privacy throughout their visit.
Example: It is typical for women in east Africa to keep their children tightly wrapped in a lot of
fabric to keep them warm and protect them from the physical environment. If a parent refuses to
remove the baby's clothes how will a weight measurement be affected? How can the design of a
scale gain the trust of a parent or how could a designer calibrate the scale differently to
potentially include the weight of the fabric?
3.2.2 Ethical Issues
Design decisions can significantly impact the lives of users and thus it is important to consider
potential consequences, intrinsic values and relationships between stakeholders in the design
process. Students examine realistic case studies by employing an 8-step review process. Postanalysis they are instructed to decide upon a course of action, because in the real world, the
situations cannot be left open-ended.
Example: In 2002, the WHO launched an initiative to promote injection safety particularly for
communities with high infectious disease prevalence through the use of auto-disable syringes.
Auto-disable syringes prevent the risk for spreading disease, but the device costs 20% more than
a standard syringe, making it potentially unaffordable for some target users (World Health
Organization 2002). WHO engineers and physicians decided that it was unethical to continue to
20

use syringes that propagated disease and the safety features of auto-disable syringes justified the
raised price point.
Example: You have been assigned to design a hospital bed for a Kenyan public hospital. With
knowledge that public hospitals often have no choice but to assign multiple people to the same
bed due to insufficient resources, would you follow the design specifications given to you, or
include components to take into account the extra strain on the bed that will inevitably occur
when it is overloaded?
3.2.3 Safety Issues
To gain the trust of the user, the safety of a device must be sufficiently documented and
quantified when appropriate. Ease of sanitation, a low risk of physical injury, minimal electrical
currents and electromagnetic emissions, all contribute the sustainability and efficacy of devices.
Without regulatory controls, patients and device operators have the potential to be harmed or be
vulnerable to legal challenges.
Example: Devices able to be disassembled are desired for ease of sanitation and repair. However,
small parts have the potential to be swallowed by a child. Ideally, the device components would
be large enough to prevent this from being an issue. Alternatively, the education materials for the
device are needed to point out this potential risk.
Example: It is very uncommon for infants in Kenya to wear plastic, disposable diapers and
instead they wear cloth diapers. Therefore, disease transmission through urine is a concern for
devices that come into contact with babies. All such devices must able to be properly cleaned as
to avoid virus and bacteria transmission. Because alcohol kills a wide range of bacteria as well as
viruses, it is a good option to use in the cleaning of devices however other options include
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placing parts in boiling water or covering critical areas with a disposable material such as rice
bags.
3.2.4 Calibration
Calibration against a known value is necessary to define the accuracy of a device. Without doing
so, there is no way to prove that the device is providing the desired measurements. Finding an
available and inexpensive means of device calibration can be quite difficult in the developing
world, but having a standard calibration process is critical, as is defining excusable amounts of
error.
Example: A fixed mass is needed to calibrate weighing scales. However, weight standardization
is unreliable in developing communities. Ten 5-kg bags of flour could be purchased from the
same store and all weigh different amounts, making them difficult to use as a means of
calibration. Plastic bottles are essentially available everywhere and when filled with water, which
has a known density, could serve as an accurate calibration tool. If the scale were being used to
measure infants, the error tolerance would be much lower than a scale intended for use by adults.
Example: If extraneous means of calibration are unavailable, a basic way to calibrate a device is
to understand what the expected values are for a given measurement. If a device reads an outlier
multiple times, it is best to no longer use the device as it is at risk of producing faulty results
which can lead to inaccurate medical information.
3.3 Hardware
The hardware of the device consists of all components that comprise the body of the device and
protect the chosen sensor.
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3.3.1 Anthropometric Requirements
Anthropometry is defined as "the science of measuring the human body and its parts and
functional capacities" (Human Factors 1993). Knowledge of the anthropometric data of a
population is critical for bioengineers as it allows designs to be tailored to a specific audience.
Figure 8 shows the page of the Design Tool focusing on Anthropometric Requirements.
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Figure 8: 6 examples on Anthropometrics Requirements page show how physical dimensions are incorporated into designs.
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Example: Over the past decade, the occurrence of hypertension has been rapidly rising in Kenya.
Thus, in designing a blood pressure cuff the upper measurement limit had to be expanded in
anticipation of numerous readings in extreme ranges. Furthermore, hypertension has been linked
to growing rates of obesity, particularly in urban towns in sub-Saharan Africa. Multiple cuff
sizes would be necessary in order to accurately measure the blood pressure of the general
population, which presumably has a wide range of arm circumferences.
Example: The World Health Organization estimates that 285 million individuals in the world
need vision correction, many of whom live in developing countries. While conducting a health
kiosk in Kenya, a team of students utilized a bathroom scale purchased in the US. The scale was
made of clear glass. Many elderly patients who came to the kiosk had vision problems and
simply could not make out the difference between the floor and the scale. When attempting to
stand on the scale they tripped over it. In order to rectify the issues, a redesigned scaled
incorporated a wood panel on which users stood, and the creators also painted feet on the panel
to indicate where a user should stand to help standardize weight distribution (WHO 2011).
3.3.2 COMSOL Multiphysics finite element analysis software.
COMSOL Multiphysics is a finite element analysis software program that provides the means to
model engineering designs and simulate potential failure modes. The program allows exploration
of various assumptions, design geometries and boundary conditions, and consequently users are
able to visually and quantitatively analyze the implications of different design decisions.
Example: Designers of a thermometer were choosing whether to use brass or copper to encase
the temperature sensor. COMSOL was used to determine which material and device geometry
would lead to the shortest measurement reading time. Ultimately, a hollow brass tube was chosen
to encase the sensor and the total time to reach steady state temperature dropped to 48 seconds.
25

The measurement time could also be shortened by exposing sensor; however that design limits
the durability of the device in the harsh environment of Kenya.
Example: COMSOL was used to model airflow through a spirometer. By changing the
dimensions, shape and material composition of the 3D model, the optimal placement for the
differential pressure sensor could be determined (Figure 9). Without COMSOL, a guess-and-test
model could have been adopted, however the ideal design would never have been truly validated.
The designers could also use COMSOL to model the union between the mouthpiece spirometer’s
and a calibrating device that must be inserted into the device. In addition, the COMSOL model
was used to correlate volume flow rate with pressure differential.
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Figure 9: COMSOL Model of Airflow through a Spirometer
3.3.3 Form Factor
Form factor refers to the physical geometry (size and shape) of the device. The form factor
impacts the functionality, portability, durability and credibility of the device. Establishing device
credibility is a key factor in ensuring that people will not be in any way intimidated or scared to
use a product. If a spirometer resembles a handgun would a person want to place the device in
his or her mouth or would be they be skeptical solely as a result of the device appearance?
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Example: A baby weighing scale might include a cradle for parents to place the baby in and be
assured that their child will be safe. In some contexts, the cradle must be fully removable and
easily washable because infants could transmit disease through urine or feces because of the fact
that most infants do not wear diapers in such resource-constrained environments.
Example: In developing a low-cost infant warmer, Embrace Global wanted to move away from
traditional incubators. They were too expensive, fragile, not easily cleanable, and required a
large supply of power. Donated incubators were being used as cribs in the developing world
because of lack of resources to operate them or lack of instructions. Embrace modeled their
design off of another common warming device: a sleeping bag. The infant warmer tightly wraps
a child and has a pocket that holds a wax heating pad that can be heated using electricity or over
a fire (Embrace 2011).
The non-profit organization Design that Matters created an appropriate incubator while retaining
the best aspects of traditional incubators. To combat the high price, the DTM incubator was
constructed entirely of car parts (Figure 10). If individual parts break, they are easily replaceable
as cars are locally available. The incubator can also be dissembled for cleaning ease (Design that
Matters 2012).
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Figure 10: NeoNurture: the “Car Parts Incubator” was created entirely out of
recycled car parts by the non-profit company Design that Matters. (Design that
Matters 2012)
3.3.4 Materials
Material selection directly influences the robustness, longevity, and usability of a device. In
designing for the developing world context, cost, quality and availability of materials must be
considered. Additionally, materials must be examined from a manufacturing standpoint and ease
of use for construction and consistent function must be determined. Plastics are commonly
available, come in virtually every shape and size and are extremely low-cost. However, they also
have many failure modes and often it is challenging to find plastic parts with standard sizes in
east Africa. On the other hand, a material such as titanium is lightweight, strong, but more
expensive than traditional steel or aluminum.
Example: An electronic stethoscope design was composed of a commercial aluminum
stethoscope chest piece, commercial tubing, a microphone and microphone extension cord, heat
shrink tubing and isolation material. An aluminum chest piece was chosen because of its
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availability, reliability and low-cost ($3) relative to a stainless steel chest piece ($20). Although
the stainless steel chest piece produced better sound, software filtering and amplification was
able to compensate for the quality difference. If the device were to be implemented into a known
noisy environment, the stainless steel chest piece may have been the only option due its superior
sound conduction qualities.
3.4 Software
Mashavu devices interface with the computer via a LabVIEW Virtual Instrument (VI) that
successfully captures the desired measurement and provides a front panel that is usable by both
the patient and the operator. The LabVIEW graphical programming environment is used to
develop the software routines necessary for data acquisition, display, analysis, and calibration of
biomedical devices. However, these design factors are relevant for any software platform that is
employed for the biomedical devices.
3.4.1 User Interface (UI)
The user interface guides an individual through the software and facilitates smooth operation of
the device. It must be intuitive and easy-to-navigate so that users with diverse skills feel
comfortable using it. Often, symbols and icons that are well-understood metaphors in the US do
not have corresponding meaning in other contexts. Color choice, means of organization, and
units of measurement are all examined in the UI category. Figure 11 shows the page of the
Design Tool that discusses User Interface factors.
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Figure 11: The UI Page contains 16 examples that show how to design for maximum usability.
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Example: The user interface must be clear and easily understood. If the front panel contains too
many objects or has a distracting mixture of color and text, the end users might not use the
application properly or not receive important information from the data. White space and
alignment are probably the most important techniques for grouping and separation (Figure 12).
The more items that your eye can find on a line, the more cohesive and clean the organization
seems. When items are on a line, the eye follows the line from left to right or top to bottom. This
is related to the script direction. Although some cultures might see items right to left, almost all
follow top to bottom.
Centered items are better than random, but much less orderly than either left or right. Note that a
band of white space acts as a very strong means of alignment. Centered items typically have
ragged edges, and the order is not as easily noticed.
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Figure 12: The User Interface for the Mashavu Telemedicine System
Example: An ECG user interface created in LabVIEW attempted to mimic standard cardiology
readings as closely as possible, as physicians are trained to read and analyze a known scale. The
Virtual Instrument (shown in Figure 13) is designed to be unencumbered and easy to learn. The
graph looks exactly like a standard ECG device and is displayed in real time to show the data
being collected. There is only one “Collect” button that initiates the operation of the device.
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.
Figure 13: Virtual Instrumentation-based ECG User Interface closely mimics
standard ECG recordings.
3.4.2 Signal Analysis
When using an inexpensive sensor and minimal circuitry, signal analysis on software becomes
the most important factor in obtaining an accurate measurement. It is essential to pick the
appropriate algorithm and provide embedded comments so that other developers can understand
the logic and debug it if necessary.
Example: If used in a noisy environment, electronic stethoscopes require additional filtering to
obtain a sound recording with all the frequency and amplitude characteristics of a heartbeat or
lung. This signal analysis can be accomplished either by investing in more expensive hardware
to ensure a better quality measurement, or filtering can be performed in software. One means of
isolating the desired heart or lung frequency spectrum via software is to utilize a Butterworth
Bandpass filter, which consists of a flat pass-band. Physiologic differences lead to heart sound
frequencies varying from person to person. The type of filtering (hardware of software, type of
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filter, filter order) will ultimately dictate the quality of the signal received and the cost of the
device.
Example: It is important to identify common failure modes of a software program. If using
LabVIEW, several problems frequently arise when utilizing running averages. By employing
running averages, any noisy DC signal from the DAQ quickly converges to the true DC
voltage. It is theoretically possible for the signal analysis sub-VI to run infinitely in the event
that the signal from the DAQ does not converge. However, the signal would only fail to
converge if it were constantly rising or constantly falling. In these cases, the running average
would continually rise (or fall) with the signal itself and never converge.
One solution to prevent an infinite loop would be to set the analysis sub-VI to take a
predetermined number of samples from the DAQ signal before stopping. This poses some
problems, however. Namely, the value acquired would not be representative of the true
signal. Averaging for a set amount of points does not guarantee a convergent average. Also, if
the signal is continually rising or falling, then outputting the average after a set number of
samples fails to indicate the existence of a problem.
3.4.3 User Experience
Unlike the User Interface (UI), which consists of the computer, screen a person sees, the user
experience is the complete series of interactions that an individual will encounter while using a
system. Designers must think about how each step of that process can be enhanced to ensure
maximum enjoyment, respect, safety and satisfaction.
Example: An organized yet comprehensive Stethoscope UI (Figure 14) would exhibit a live
graph indicating breathing or heartbeat in real time. Meanwhile, the practitioner can record
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useful filtered stethoscope sounds, save the collected data to a .wav file, and then play the sound
back on the speaker post-measurement for the patient to hear. This engages the users, and
provides them with immediate feedback relevant to the status of their own health. It is hoped
that such devices would encourage patients to take a more pro-active approach to their health.

Figure 14: Virtual-Instrumentation based electronic stethoscope. Users are able
to see and hear their heart and lung measurements in real time.

3.5 Manufacturing
The way in which the device will be mass-manufactured and move from the design stage to the
product stage directly impacts the cost and functionality of the device. While the focus of the
design tool is not on design for manufacturability, it is essential to consider these factors early in
the design process.
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3.5.1 Physical Environment
Devices must be usable in the specific environment in which locals will maintain and run the
system. This requires research on weather patterns, temperature swings, humidity levels,
quantities of dust and changes in atmospheric pressure. For example, dust levels in parts of subSaharan Africa necessitate close attention since they can severely limit the life of the device. The
Design Tool page for Physical Environment is shown in Figure 15.
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Figure 15: The Physical Environment page has 8 examples that show how devices can be made to withstand Kenya’s harsh
climate.
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Example: In harsh and chaotic environments, all wires need to be secure to ensure systems are
not compromised when individual components are inevitably moved (or pulled / thrown) around.
One strain relief mechanism would be to add connectors so that the wire is only strained at the
plugged ends and connectors allow greater ease of reattachment (Lee 2011). Connectors, though
extremely helpful, raise the overall cost of the device.
Example: Dust exposure is a significant problem for any devices containing Velcro. After
approximately one year of frequent use, the durability of the Velcro deteriorates. With dust
particles building up and catching in the Velcro, the dust only accelerates the deterioration of the
material. In constructing a blood pressure cuff, using a D-Ring instead of Velcro resulted in an
inability to sufficiently tighten the cuff. An alternative way of securing the cuff could include
using a rubber band over the outside of the material or employing a magnetic system.
3.5.2 Cradle-to-Cradle Design
Sustainable design is often defined as “meeting the needs of the present without compromising
the ability of future generations to meet their own needs” (World Commission on Environment
and Development 1987). Unlike cradle-to-grave design, where products follow a linear path and
are eventually disposed of, cradle-to-cradle design aim to create products with circular life
cycles. Once products are no longer usable for one purpose, all component parts can be broken
down, reprocessed or remanufactured, and made to be productive into another domain
(McDonough and Braungart 2003). By taking the entire lifecycle of a product into consideration,
one can ensure that the system's materials are able to evolve and be used with other future
systems.
Example: For a baby weighing scale, a cradle is needed to hold the infant. Instead of using a
plastic bin, a sisal basket could be used as shown in Figure 16. Sisal is an organic material
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readily available in resource-constrained environments. Though there may be difficulty in
sanitizing the cradle, the device would be able to be locally produced and repaired as a result of
material familiarity. Additionally, once the basket needed to be replaced, the hemp could be
recycled within the community.

Figure 16: Baby weighing scale constructed out of a sisal basket and strain-gage
sensor.
3.5.3 Quality Control
Designing for manufacturability means minimizing labor, materials, and the time of assembly
process without sacrificing the quality of the product. In doing so, the total cost of a device will
be lowered and the efficiency of its production will be increased.
Example: Hand-made circuit boards are often difficult to replace and so the manufacturing
process can be simplified if the circuit is prefabricated. Prefabricating the circuit will avoid the
hassle of locating all of the necessary circuit elements, soldering them to a circuit board and
indentifying a locally available individual with the background to perform the tasks.
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Example: An ECG electrode (Figure 17) was created from a single strip of copper, with the
edges covered in electrical tape in order to remove the sharp edges. Electrical tape does not cover
one end of the copper sheet so that an alligator clip can be used to read the voltage changes
across the metal. Minimizing the number of component parts implies less manufacturing
necessary, which can often result in a lower overall price point.

Figure 17: Copper ECG electrode used in a single-lead system.
3.6 Device Testing
Testing plans must be devised and implemented to examine accuracy, precision, repeatability,
reliability, hygiene issues, mechanical problems, failure modes, shock resistance, calibration
needs, maintenance needs, functionality in a dusty environment and other indicators of the
success (or failure) of the device.
3.6.1 Legal/Regulatory
Before a patient uses a medical device, the device must be approved by several regulatory
entities. When working in a country other than the US, the various governing entities may have
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regulations that are more or less stringent than what a designer may be used to, and it is
important to determine as early as possible what approvals are necessary. The Legal/Regulatory
page is shown in Figure 18.
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Figure 18: The Legal/Regulatory page discusses how to comply with regulatory entities both in the U.S. and Kenya.
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Example: In order to be able to operate biomedical devices outside of the US, designers must
gain FDA approval, which can take 6 months to several years, or certify that their products are
exempt from FDA regulations. If the device is exempt from FDA approval, engineers must still
ensure that the device is in adherence to all local laws. When designing for a foreign country, the
designers might be required to confirm to all regulations in their home country as well as the
foreign country.
Example: Devices must also meet the regulatory requirements of the country in which it will be
operated. The Drug Regulatory Authority in Kenya, the Pharmacy and Poisons Board (PPB)
serves to ensure standards set forth by the US FDA and the UK MHRA, arguably the top
regulatory institutions in the world, are met. The PPB provides regulatory measures for
pharmaceutical drugs, chemical substances, medical manufacturing, research laboratories,
clinical trials, and medical devices (Pharmacy & Poisons Board 2012).
3.6.2 Experimental Testing Plan
Beyond testing the above-mentioned parameters, tests must also be done to determine the
usability of the devices in accordance with the overall system, the value created, ethical
challenges encountered, liability and educational needs for the stakeholders.
Example: To test the software component of the thermometer, the voltage output by the device
circuit can be measured with a voltmeter, and then compared to the reading by the LabVIEW
program. The temperature can be compared to readings from a calibrated commercial device. A
test program can be developed to confirm functionality at any time, and can even be shipped
with the final software to facilitate maintenance and repairs of the device after deployment.
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V. Pilot-Testing of the Web-Based Design Tool
In the spring 2011 semester, 48 students enrolled in the BioE 401 class and were divided into 6person teams and each team was assigned one of the eight Mashavu devices. Each student
selected one of the following roles for the duration of the semester: System Integration, Context,
Software, Hardware, Manufacturing and Device Testing. Each student was consequently
responsible for addressing the sets of issues associated with their role and determining how their
device met the unique requirements of the resource-constrained environment of Kenya. Two case
studies of biomedical devices designed by students in the BIOE 401 class are presented in the
next section. While it is unclear if the design decisions made by students in 2011 came as a direct
result of the web-based tool, the web-based tool was used by most of the teams for design
inspiration.
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VI. Case Studies: Spirometer and Pulse Oximeter
Case 1: Spirometer
A spirometer (Figure 19) is a medical device that employs a pressure transducer to measure
parameters related to lung volume such as force expiratory volume, tidal volume, or breathing
rates. Five ways that the web-based tool helped the spirometer team are listed:

Figure 19: 2011 Spirometer designed by the BIOE 401 students for the Kenyan
context
1. Quality Control: Standardization of part sizes is a problem in Kenya and for spirometry, even
slight changes in size can have significant implications for measurements. The 2011 team used
rapid-prototyping to ensure the diameter of the pipes would stay consistent across prototypes.
While plastics such as PVC pipes are locally available, the rapid-prototyping materials and
processes are not, but the team concluded that using PVC too significantly compromised the
accuracy of the device.
2. Price Point: The team decided to use rapid prototyping in the development stages and injection
molding for the final device. Though rapid prototyping/injection molding is expensive, the team
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concluded that the non-recurring cost of the injection molding dies would be amortized over the
large manufacturing volume. Manufacturing only two solid pieces (body and mouthpiece) helped
further reduce device costs.
3. Anthropometric: The mouthpiece has an elliptical design which fits better in the mouth. The
shape was chosen to be more ergonomic and size was determined by considering average mouth
sizes.
4. Safety: Respiratory illnesses and infectious diseases such as TB have extremely high rates of
incidence in developing countries. According to the World Health Organization, in 2009 there
were over 110,000 people living with TB in Kenya. TB transmission occurs through droplets
expelled when an infected individual speaks, breaths, spits, or coughs. Blowing into the
mouthpiece can lead to contamination and hence it was designed to be removable. The
mouthpiece can be removed and fully sanitized with alcohol between uses to prevent the spread
of disease.
5. Socio-cultural: The concept of spirometry proved extremely difficult to convey to rural users.
In the US, doctors often teach patients how to use a spirometer by describing the process as
being analogous to blowing out birthday candles. Unfortunately, birthday candles are not a
common facet of life in east Africa. Verbal and written instructions as well as sketches and
demonstrations were provided to the users, often to no avail. What designers view as intuitive
may be a completely foreign concept to someone living in rural Africa. Device instructions must
be as user friendly as possible, or education materials must deliver clear, translatable
instructions. Removable mouthpieces also invaluably aided the user education process, as
operators were able to performing the desired action themselves (Figure 20).
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Figure 20: Solidworks model of the main body components of the spirometer.
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Case 2: Pulse Oximeter
A pulse oximeter (Figure 21) uses a photodiode sensor and two LEDs to measure pulse rate and
the percentage of red blood cells saturated with oxygen.

Figure 21: Pulse Oximeter designed by students in the BIOE 401 Class
1. Physical Environment: A long, rectangular metal hinge, serves as an outer shell, making the
device very ruggedized. All other materials are inside of the hinge and include small blocks of
plastic and PDMS to protect the electronic components. The geometry of this device (hinge,
PDMS blocks, finger insertion slot) helps close the device on the finger securely while felt cloth
blinders minimize the ambient light picked up by the photodiode. The soft felt cloth is also
comfortable for the patient’s finger. Overall, the design is portable, small and quite durable.
2. User Interface: The user interface for the Pulse Oximeter (Figure 22) is concise: after the title
comes the start button, and is followed by the two important outputs (Heart Rate and Oxygen
Saturation). A graph of the pulses measured is shown to keep the patients engaged and as a
confirmation that the program is working. The simple nature of the UI aids both patient and
operator understanding.
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Figure 22: Pulse Oximeter User Interface
3. Anthropometric: For a pulse oximeter, the finger is the only body part of concern. A patient
inserts his or her finger into the pulse oximeter and lays their finger over the LED lights and
padding. At that point, the pulse oximeter is closed snugly on the finger and the LEDs and sensor
are then activated to record the data. The dimensions of the device were consequently chosen
with maximum finger width, length and depth in mind.
4. Signal Analysis: In order to translate the voltage reading from the DAQ device into an
interpretable measurement, the waveform must move through three stages of signal processing:
(i) a third order, low pass filter to remove environmental noise, (ii) a smoothing filter which
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performs a moving average 200 data points wide and (iii) the extract portion that isolates a
specific set of data points. This is necessary because a large spike occurs when the sensor and
LEDs are initially turned on. The signal analysis must be adjusted specifically for areas like east
Africa, where the high altitude causes oxygen saturation to be on average lower than it is in the
US. Natives of high-altitude areas have adapted to the difference and do not experience
symptoms of hypoxia at levels that would be extreme cases for sea-level natives (Frisancho
1975).
5. COMSOL: A Helmholtz equation and partial differential equation were used in COMSOL to
model the diffusion of light through the finger and calculate the sensitivity range of the required
photodiode sensor (Figure 23). The photodiode was then selected based on this predicted light
fluency.

Figure 23: A COMSOL depiction of light dispersion through the top of a finger.
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VII. Design Tool Assessment
In order to examine the usefulness of the web-based design tool and its ability to spark student
ingenuity, a study is currently being conducted in the Spring 2012 semester. This research study
seeks to explore how students enrolled in Bioengineering 401: Introduction to Bioengineering
Research and Design integrated the web-based tool into their design process and how they
benefitted from (or were unaffected by) the examples contained within the design tool. The study
has three proposed hypotheses and each hypothesis will be tested by a different mechanism as
detailed below. Please see the appendix for the consent form and research forms.
1. Hypotheses
Hypothesis A: While creating biomedical devices for resource-constrained environments,
examples provide students with starting points for design space exploration by making them
aware of pertinent factors for consideration.
1. All 9 teams will meet for one hour with Khanjan Mehta and Rachel Dzombak for a
semi-structured interview in week 8 of the semester.
2. Teams will be asked to explain the design process taken so far during the semester.
Further questions will include (i) What information was provided about your device at the
beginning of the semester? (ii) What did you want to change about your device? (iii) How did
you brainstorm ways to bring about desired changes? (iv) What progress have you made in
making changes thus far? (v) From where did you draw inspiration for your ideas?
3. These interviews will serve as design reviews and feedback will be given by the
interviewers regarding the team’s progress.
Hypothesis B: The design tool enables students to articulate a well-informed rationale backing
every decision made during the design process.
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1. During one scheduled BioE 401 class period, students will be asked to sit with their
teams, discuss, and write down answers to the following questions: (i) Give five examples of
how you used the tool to develop your project? (ii) Give five suggestions of ways to improve the
tool (iii) What is the value of documenting your design process?
Hypothesis C: The design tool facilitates structured documentation of design decisions and
design evolution over time.
1. Each team will be using the tool as a template to create their own website detailing all
aspects of the design. At the end of the semester websites will be reviewed by Dr. Butler. Each
section of the website will be scored according to the following rubric:
i. 0 points – design factor was not taken into consideration or was undocumented
ii. 0.5 points – design factor seems to be thought about but effort to document its
role was minimal or nonexistent
iii. 1 point – a convincing rationale was found on the website that showed the
design factor was taken into consideration and, when relevant, is reflected in a
design decision
The benefits of participating in this study are that students will get to help advance the
development of the web-based tool and their work will impact how students at other universities
are instructed in biomedical device design.
2. Data Analysis Methodology
Several methods will be employed for data analysis. For the focus groups recordings, major
themes will be identified and then a tally will be kept for the number of times students mention
each one. The surveys that students complete at the end of the semester examine what specific
examples impacted design decisions the most. Upon collecting the information, the examples
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will be reviewed to identify what characterizes a useful example. Finally, the team websites will
provide insight as to whether or not the design tool influenced students’ ability to articulate their
design decisions and associated rationale.
3. Initial Results
Many themes emerged from the focus groups with the student design teams. First and foremost,
all teams voiced that brainstorming with a group of diverse individuals is a critical step in the
idea creation process. They confirmed that group inputs help to ensure that rigorously designed
devices are produced. Working as a team also fosters a sense of pride within students, which is a
large motivator to create a successful product. For many of the teams, their personal pride in
making a functional and effective device outweighed their desire to get a good grade in the
course. Students also claimed that the inspiration for their designs largely came from past
experiences. For example, a student who had broken a finger previously recalled his metal finger
splint and suggested it as a potential way to house the sensors for the pulse oximeter.
Additionally, examining commercial medical devices and examples of other data collection
systems aids students’ understanding of the measurements they are attempting to obtain. Finally,
the information about the Kenyan context also triggered students to rethink many of their design
decisions. They are forced to design around cultural attributes they had never previously
considered and also they are focusing on the needs of their target users. One student specifically
said, “I don’t want to create a device that I wouldn’t trust using on myself. Just because we are
making less expensive devices does not mean we can sacrifice quality.” Empathy for target users
pushes students to create devices that are true solutions for existing problems.
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VII. Conclusion
The web-based tool described can be used to facilitate the context-driven design of biomedical
devices. This tool supports an example-centric design approach by using real-world case studies
centered on pertinent anthropometric, contextual, social and economic considerations. The tool
currently contains over 130 examples for student-engineers to draw inspiration from and will
continue to grow as more examples are aggregated. In spring 2011, students used the web-based
tool to aid in the design of eight biomedical devices intended for use in east Africa. The design
tool helped students explore design considerations, draw inspiration and formulate rigorous
rationale for design decisions. We intend to share this tool with other programs focused on
context-driven design to expand and strengthen the database of examples. The authors are
studying the design methodologies employed by programs at other universities that delve into
context-driven design of biomedical devices. This exploratory research endeavor has the ultimate
objective of developing into a systematic example-centric design methodology that can be
employed by biomedical engineers to design accurate, affordable, and appropriate biomedical
devices for use in developing countries.
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Appendix A: Informed Consent Form For Social Science Research
Title of Project: Validation of a Design Tool through Examination of
Undergraduate Bioengineering Students’ Design Processes and
Documentation

Principal Investigator:

Khanjan Mehta, Director, HESE Program
213U Hammond Building, University Park, PA 16802
(814) 863-4426; krm209@psu.edu

1. Purpose of the Study: This research study seeks to explore how students enrolled in Bioengineering
401: Introduction to Bioengineering Research and Design integrate a web-based tool into their design
process and how they benefitted from (or were unaffected by) the examples contained within the
design tool. The larger goal of this study is to create a standardized methodology for context-driven
design of biomedical devices.
2. Procedures to be followed: Each student team will have a one-hour interview with Rachel
Dzombak, Khanjan Mehta, and Dr. Butler to discuss the design process followed and current status of
the team’s device. The interview will be recorded and all recordings will be archived for future
research. If you choose to not be recorded you can still participate in the following procedures.
Students will also spend one class period answering questions as a group about their use of the design
tool. Finally, students will agree to give access to their class websites for evaluation at the end of the
semester,
3. Benefits: The benefits of participating in this study are that you will get to help advance the
development of the web-based tool and your work will impact how students at other universities are
instructed in biomedical device design.

4. Duration: It will take about one hour to complete the interview and 50 minutes (in class) to
answer the questions about the utilization of the design tool.
5. Statement of Confidentiality: Your participation in this research is confidential. The interview does
not ask for any information that would identify who the responses belong to. Data collected will be
stored on a secure computer located in Mr. Mehta’s office (Room 213U, Hammond Building) on the
Penn State University Campus. Only the approved Penn State research team and Mr. Mehta will have
access to the websites. In the event of any publication or presentation resulting from the research, no
personally identifiable information will be shared because your name is in no way linked to your
responses.
6. Right to Ask Questions: Please contact Khanjan Mehta at (814) 863-4426 with questions,
complaints or concerns about this research. Questions about research procedures can be answered by
the research team.
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7. Voluntary Participation: Your decision to be in this research is voluntary. You can stop at any time.
You do not have to answer any questions you do not want to answer.
Yu must be 18 years of age or older to take part in this research study.
Do you agree to take part in this study? If yes, please sign on the line on the back of this form.
Team Member 1:
____________________________________
(Print Name)

_________________________________________
(Sign Name)

Team Member 2:
____________________________________
(Print Name)

_________________________________________
(Sign Name)

Team Member 3:
____________________________________
(Print Name)

_________________________________________
(Sign Name)

Team Member 4:
____________________________________
(Print Name)

_________________________________________
(Sign Name)

Team Member 5:
____________________________________
(Print Name)

_________________________________________
(Sign Name)

Team Member 6:
____________________________________
(Print Name)

_________________________________________
(Sign Name)
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Appendix B: Focus Group Questions for Hypothesis A
(i) What information was provided about your device at the beginning of the semester?
(ii) What did you want to change about your device?
(iii) How did you brainstorm ways to bring about desired changes?
(iv) What progress have you made in making changes thus far?
(v) From where did you draw inspiration for your ideas?
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Appendix C: Questions for Hypothesis B
Team Name:
1. Give five examples of how you used the tool to develop your project?
2. Give five suggestions of ways to improve the tool.
3. Is there value in documenting your design process?
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Appendix D: Screenshots of Design Tool Categories

Figure 24: 3.1.1 Price Point
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Figure 25: 3.1.2 Tech Interface
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Figure 26: 3.1.3 Physiology and Clinical Implications
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Figure 27: 3.2.1 Socio-Cultural Factors
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Figure 28: 3.2.2 Ethical Issues
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Figure 29: 3.2.3 Safety Issues
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Figure 30: 3.2.4 Calibration
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Figure 31: 3.3.1 Anthropometric Requirements
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Figure 32: 3.3.2 COMSOL Model
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Figure 33: 3.3.3 Form Factor
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Figure 34: 3.3.4 Materials
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Figure 35: 3.4.1 User Interface
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Figure 36: 3.4.2 Signal Analysis
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Figure 37: 3.4.3 User Experience
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Figure 38: 3.5.1 Physical Environment
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Figure 39: 3.5.2 Cradle-to-Cradle Design
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Figure 40: 3.5.3 Quality Control

78

Figure 41: 3.6.1 Legal/Regulatory

79

Figure 42: 3.6.2 Experimental Testing
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